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The ocean is awesome!
• The ocean context is the most amazing place to 

teach and contains awe-inspiring life forms, the 
question is: how do we get teachers out there? 

• In this presentation I will review four successful 
ocean education programs and identify their 
critical components. 

• We will conclude with suggestions for designing 
programs and strategies for gaining access to 
schools and students. Please write any ideas or 
suggestions on your form – they are important for 
the discussion at the end (and for the future). 



The Intertidal zone
A great place to start an ocean learning program. What features make it great for OL? 



The Intertidal Zone
❖ The “zone” makes many curriculum and OL connections: 

niche, habitat, zonation, invasive species, ocean plastics, sea 
level rise, kingdoms, and more…

❖ Being on site is important but, limited time means detailed 
planning to successfully address trip goals. Guided inquiry is a 
good model and students pre-trained in field techniques are 
more successful on the beach. 

❖ Consider bussing and student mobility issues – detailed travel 
planning and timing of tides are important (high tide and 
unhappy students are not good!). 

❖ Be safe, find a sheltered spot, take parents or graduate 
student guests for support. Let DFO or municipal 
governments know what your doing – they may help!

❖ Get “appy” (ex. SeagrassSpotter Marine Debris Tracker ).



The Intertidal Zone



Ocean Cruises
How does a cruise make ocean literacy connections? Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRuUEx__S60&index=2&list=PLpKA3RdBCkU0t61ZtTn9htFuH3x_MIavK


Ocean Cruises
• There is no substitute for being on the ocean. A cruise evokes 

emotions and forges human-ocean connections; it can be 
humbling and is great for writing and ocean learning.

• Cruises support curriculum outcomes for many subjects. 

• Measuring at sea is important. The post-trip lab reports and 
reflections need data. Good cruises have learning stations, 
activities, and explanations of oceanographic equipment. Note: 
the students love “driving the boat.”

• Get “appy” even fitness apps can show motion of the ocean.



Lab Field Trips – 
Ocean Science Center,
Memorial University

A great day at Logy Bay! 



Ocean Science Center School Program

•Well designed program – Students are highly 
engaged with rotating activity stations that 
address curriculum outcomes.

•One core lab activity fully addressed with 
others partially covered (highly enriched via 
marine connections). 

• Graduate students support the stations and 
presentations – provide expert insights and 
answer more than marine questions (such as 
careers!). Comprehensive enrichment.

• Support for bussing and substitutes. Great 
administration = teachers & students love it! 

https://www.mun.ca/osc/oscedu/SchoolProgram.php



School Lab actvities
Bringing the ocean to the classroom (the last resort!)

YouTube Video Link – Ocean Acidification

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTmYKfonLgk&index=3&list=PLpKA3RdBCkU0t61ZtTn9htFuH3x_MIavK


Labs need to be engaging
•Having a variety of samples, iceberg ice, shells and 

living specimens. These engage students and initiates 
connections sea life and ocean chemistry; leading to 
the discovery of human connections with the ocean.

•Ocean chemistry is interesting to students – we have 
compared iceberg ice, fresh water, and sea water.

•Make the students answer questions using data - this 
addresses many new outcomes for NL teachers. 

24 Hrs 
Later…
.



Discussion
Did you write make any notes? I want you to contribute 

to the next sections. We need to get into schools. 

Appeal, involve, connect…..



Appealing to Teachers
1. Outline your program’s goals and make direct 

curriculum connections; if possible tie in to core lab 
activities.

2. Offer expert support on site or via email. Teachers 
require the OL content knowledge to feel confident in 
addressing their students’ questions. You are valuable 
to teachers; a little time goes a long way.

3. Supply some form of evaluation or ask the teacher if 
they want to share in the creation of evaluation (this 
allows you to share and put in OL objectives).

4. Ask them how you can help. Filling out forms, booking 
buses, and dealing with check lists makes their life 
easier (and builds relationships).



Involving Administrators 

1. Be professional during your first encounter. Have your 
information and resources prepared – your time with the 
administrator will be limited. Pre-read district policies 
regarding outside visitors and field trips. Listen closely.

2. Bring a gift. I gave you a gift beginning of this 
presentation; ocean items make for good marketing. 

3. Demonstrate that you comprehend safety concerns and 
the curriculum outcomes addressed with your lessons. 

4. Also, ask them how you can help. Filling out forms, 
organizing subs, and dealing with the money aspects of 
trips and labs (working together builds important 
relationships).



Connecting with Students

1. Lessons should be universal design for learning – meaning 
access for all; multiple forms of lesson presentation and 
choices for student expression.

2. Give students choice – such as zones of the intertidal 
zone and stations on the boat or lab. Let them take 
charge of their learning – agency, its a thing!  

3. Supply a form of evaluation that is reflective, allowing 
students to express their learning in their own words 
(reflections produce durable memories). 

4. Do not make them sit and listen for extended periods of 
time, even if you think what you are showing them is 
amazing. They will never come back.



Summary

•Appeal, involve, and connect.

•Teachers: Make programming curriculum based, 
deliver coverage of outcomes, be there, support 
the teachers with ocean knowledge.

•Administrators: Be aware of policies and guidelines. 
Provide tangible rewards and allay uncertainties by 
demonstrating safety and logistic considerations. 

• Students: Activities with choices for exploration, 
plan for reflection, and make connections to the 
planet. 



Thank you

Acknowledgements: Thank you to my colleagues, the 
science teachers who have conducted these activities, to 
Captain Jan Negrijn for his constant support, to OLP for 
partnering with me for boat tours, and to administrators 
who get it: the late David Dibbon, Ed Arnott, David Locke, 
and Cecile Kennedy. 

Can I have your written responses to organize and 
synthesize?


